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Introduction 
Given a commutative ring R, a finitely generated augmented R-algebra A is 
projective over R if there is a finitely generated augmented R-algebra B such that the 
tensor product of A and B over R is a polynomial algebra over R. A is said to be 
weakly projective if A is a retract of a polynomial ring over R. A projective algebra is 
weakly projective but it is unknown whether the converse holds. 
These types of algebras were first studied in [8]. More recently, Connell has 
observed that the category of projective R-algebras under tensor product is a 
category with product in the sense of Bass, and hence, by the technique of [2], one 
can develop a K-theory for this category, defining the abelian groups KA,(R) and 
KAl(R) (see [5] and [6]). There are split monomorphisms Si :Ki(R)+ KAi(R), 
i = 1,2, induced by the symmetric algebra functor. One question that was raised by 
Connell is: Is So: KO(R)+ KAo(R) an isomorphism? Thai is, is every projective 
R-algebra stably equivalent to a symmetric algebra? 
In this article we develop a method for constructing weakly projective R-algebras 
by considering pullback diagrams of rings, a technique borrowed from the K-theory 
of projective modules (see [lo, Chapter 21). We demonstrate that, given a pullback 
diagram of rings 
PI 
R -Rt 
with j2 surjective, then the pullback in a universal pullback diagram of projective 
RI-, R2-, and R’-algebras is a weakly projective R-algebra. In fact, we show that by 
tensoring with another R-algebra, we obtain an algebra that is projective over a 
polynomial ring over R. 
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This allows us to generate examples of weakly projective algebras which are not 
stably equivalent to symmetric algebras. We observe that all previously known 
examples of projective algebras which are not symmetric algebras (the examples of 
Hamann [9] and Asanuma Cl]), arise from such pullback diagrams. The examples in 
[9] and [l] are stably equivalent to polynomial rings. 
Our methods may extend to the construction of a Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the 
K-theory of projective algebras analogous to that of projective modules. A first step 
in this construction is to show that such a pullback is actually projective. The 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence has been constructed in [7] under the assumption that the 
ring R’ is regular. 
The first section is devoted to background remarks and notation. Section 2 
contains a generalization (2.1) of a ‘lifting’ lemma of Asanuma [l], which is a vita1 
tool in proving the theorem. Our main result is (3.1) of Section 3, and the examples 
are constructed in Section 4. 
1. Preliminary remarks 
Before proceeding, we fix our notation. All rings will be assumed to be com- 
mutative. If R is a ring, we will denote by RI”’ the polynomial ring in n variables 
over R. 
GL,(R) is the group of invertible n x n matrices over R. 
If CY : R -P R’ is a homomorphism and 
is a vector, then 
Let fr, . . .,fn~R[Xi,..., X,]. Then by a(fi, . . . ,f,,)/a(X~, . . . ,X,,) we will mean 
the Jacobian matrix (afi/aXj). If u is an R-automorphism of R[Xi, . . . , X,], then 
J, = fNd&), * * *, dxa)) 
~(Xl,...,Xn) * 
Definitions. Let R be a ring. If A and B are commutative R-algebras, then E : B -*A 
is a retraction of B onto A if E is an R-algebra homomorphism such that there is an 
R-algebra homomorphism i : A + B with EON equal to the identity on A. Note that i is 
necessarily one-to-one. In this case, A is said to be a refract of B. 
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A commutative R-algebra A is an augmented R-algebra if there is a retraction 
E : A + R. I = Ker E is the augmentation ideal of A. Note that A = R 0 I and hence, 
we may assume that R c A. 
An algebra homomorphism A + B is augmentation preserving if it maps the 
augmentation ideal of A into the augmentation ideal of B. 
Henceforth, ‘R-algebra’ will mean commutative augmented R-algebra finitely 
generated over R. All homomorphisms between algebras will be augmentation 
preserving algebra homomorphisms. 
Definitions. An R-algebra A is projective if there is an R-algebra B such 
A&B=R”! 
A is weakly projective if, given R-algebras B and C with homomorphisms 
that 
A 
I 
B-C 
and B + C surjective, there is a homomorphism A + B making the diagram 
A 
/I 
B-C 
commute. 
1.1. Remarks. (1) A is weakly projective if and only if A is a retract of a polynomial 
algebra over R. 
(2) If A and B are algebras, then A is a retract of A ORB. 
(3) If A is projective, then A is weakly projective. 
Proof. (1) The proof is the same as the proof that a projective module is a retraction 
of a free module. 
(2) Let A = R @I and B = R 0 J where Z and J are the augmentation ideals. Then 
AORB = (R @I)@R (R OJ) 
=RRZOJO(Z&J) 
rA@JO(IORJ). 
Hence, A is a retract of A ORB. 
(3) Follows immediately from (2) and the definition. El 
No example is known of a weakly projective algebra that is not projective. 
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Definition. Let R, R’, RI and RZ be commutative rings. Then 
P, 
R-R, 
R2 -R’ j2 
is a pullback diagram if, given any ring S and maps S --, RI and S -, R2 such that 
S ------*RI 
I I il 
R2 -R’ i2 
commutes, there is a unique map S + R which makes the following diagram 
commute: 
R is called the pullback of the maps jI and j2 and is unique up to isomorphism. 
A Mifnor square is a pullback diagram with jz surjective. 
1.2. Remark. Given maps jl : R I--, R’, j2 : R2 + R’, if 
R = {(rl, r2) E RI x R2l jl(rl) = j2(r2% 
then R is the pullback of jl and j2, and 
is a pullback diagram where Pi(rl, r2) = ri for i = 1,2. 
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Let g: R +S be a ring homomorphism. Let A be an R-algebra. There is a 
canonical homomorphism which we denote g,, 
g,:A+A&S, 
defined by g*(a) = a 0 1. In the case where A = R[“‘, choose variables Xi, . , . , X, 
such that R’“‘= R[Xt, . . . ,X,1. Then 
g&‘$“‘+R[“’ @Rs = s[g,(xd, . . . , g,(xn)l. 
Thus, g, induces a map which we again call g,, 
g,:R[Xi,. . . ,x”l+s[x1, *. * ,x,1 
such that g*(Xi) = Xi. 
Now consider a pullback diagram of rings 
PI 
R-R, 
4 I I II 
R2 AR’ I2 
Suppose AI and AZ are RI- and Rz-algebras, respectively, and suppose that there is 
an isomorphism h :A ~OR, R’+AZ0,p2R’. Let A be the pullback of jze and h oj~.. 
Then A is an R-algebra where if r E R and (al, a~) E A 1 x AZ is such that (ai, a*) E A 
(see 1.2), then r(ui, a~) = (Pi(r) Pz(r)uz). The resulting pullback diagram 
A -A, 
I I 
hei,. 
A2 h SAVORER’ . 
is called a universal pullback diagram of algebras. 
1.3. Remarks. Ler 
PI 
R-R, 
P2 I I il 
R2 ------*R’ 12 
be a lvfilnor square of rings. 
(1) Given universal pullback diagrams of algebras 
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A -A, B-B, 
there is a universal pullback diagram 
AQRB 
I 
A2 @& B2 -642 @Rz B2) @RI R’ 
12. 
(2) For every positive integer n, 
RN,, . . ..X”] p’- -RdX,, . . . , Xl 
4. I 1. 1. 
Rz[Xi, . . . ,X,1 ?R’[X,, . . . 12. 
is a pullback diagram. Hence, the pullback of the maps 
Xl 
ii*: Ri[XI, a a . , Xl+ R’[XI, . . . , Xl, i=l,2, 
is a polynomial algebra over R. 
(1) is a consequence of the corresponding fact for projective modules. (Note that a 
projective algebra is projective as a module since it is a direct summand of a 
polynomial ring.) 
(2) is clear. 
2. The Asanuma lemma 
In this section we prove a generalization of Asanuma’s ‘Lifting Lemma’ [l, 
Proposition 3.91. The significance of this lemma and the fact that it can be generalized 
have been observed, independently, by Connell and Wright. Their proof of the 
generalization, under slightly stronger assumptions, appears in [7]. 
Throughout the section, R will denote a commutative ring, I an ideal of R, 
I? = R/I and, in general, ‘ - ’ will denote image modulo I. When it is clear from the 
context, we will often write a subscripted expression without subscripts to denote an 
n-tuple of expression, e.g. X = (Xi, . . . , X,). 
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Our aim in this section is to prove the following ‘Lifting’ Theorem. 
2.1. Theorem. Let R, I, R be as above and suppose that u is an R-automorphism of 
zqx,, . . . ,X,1. Then, for some integer m, there is an R-automorphism p of 
R[Xl,. ..rXrz,Y~,..., YJ, such that u =~R~x,.....x.I, where~R[x,,...,xJ is the 
restriction of p to R[X,, . , . , X,]. 
Proof. u is an automorphism, if and only if there are elements fl, . . . , fn, gi, . . . , g, 
in RIX1,. . . , X,,] such that u(Xi) = J and gi( fi, . . . , 7,) = Xi. Let R’ be the subring 
of R generated by the coefficients of f,, . . . , fn and gl, . . . , g,,. Let I’= In R’, 
R’ = R’/I’, and let u’ be the automorphism of R’[X,, . . . , X,,] induced by u. Then it 
clearly suffices to prove the theorem for CT’ and R’[X1,. . . , XJ. Hence, we may 
assume that R is Noetherian and that I is a finitely generated ideal, say I = 
(al,. . . ,a,). 
Our procedure is to lift the automorphism in steps, from R/(al,. . . , ai) to 
Mai,. . . , ai_l), adjoining new variables each time. Thus, the theorem is a 
consequence of the following lemma: 
2.2. Lemma. Let R, I?, u be as above. Suppose that I = aR for some a E R. Then, with 
m = 2n, there is a p as specified in 2.1. 
Proof. Let fi, . . . , fn, gi, . . . , g, E R[Xi, . . . , X,] be such that u(Xi) =f;:, U-‘(X) = 
gi. Then gi(fi,. . .,fn)sXi(moda). Hence, gi(fi,...,fn)=Xi+hi for some hiE 
aRIXI, . . . , X,,] and 
gi(f)-hi(g(f))rgi(f)-hi(X+h) (moda*) 
s gi(f)- hi(X) (mod a*) 
SXi (mod a*). 
Thus, by replacing gi with gi -hi(g) we may assume that gi(f) EX (mod a*). 
If a is a non-zerodivisor, we perform the following sequence of elementary 
automorphisms (see [l, proposition 3.91: 
X O( X Y+ Y-a-lx + > ( X+a(Y-a-‘X)+f(-a(Y-a-lx)) = Y-a-lx > 
= aY+f(X-aY) 
( > ( 
aY+f(X-aY) 
Y-a-lx + Y-a-‘X+a-*g(aY+f(X-aY)) > 
i.e., we define 
P(Xi)=UYi+fi(X-UY), 
p(Y)= Y,-a-‘Xi+U-‘gi(UY+f(X-UY)). 
Note that gi(aY+f(X-aY))EXi (mod a), so ME R[X, Y]. 
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If a is a zerodivisor, the definition of p(Xi) makes sense but we wish to give 
meaning to the expression for p( Yi). That is, we want to choose appropriate H, such 
that gi(UY +f(X-aY))=Xi+UHi, and define p( Yi) = Yi +Hi. 
Let 17~ =fi(X-uY). Then 
gi(u17 *. . I L/m)-Xi-aY (moda’). 
Thus, 
(mod a’) 
Hence, for some Pi E R[Xi, . . . , X,, Yi, . . . , Y,,] 
gi(“Y+f(X-UY))=Xi-UYi+U 2 Yj- 
( 
egi(W + u*P, 
j-1 1 dUj '* 
(*) 
We now let Hi = - Yi +xy_i Yj(agi( U)/aUj) + UPi, and define 
Observe that from (*) we get 
uP(Yi)=UYi-Xi+gi(UY+f(X-UY)). 
Now p(Xi) = a(Xi)p SO p is a lift of u and p( Yi) = Cy_, Yi (aXi/ah). But 
a(Xi, . . . ,X,1 
- adx,), . . . , dX”N 
(**) 
is the inverse of the Jacobian matrix of u, hence is invertible. Thus, @ is clearly an 
automorphism. In fact, 
. . . 
1 
. . . 
0 
i 
0 
0 
0 
0 
. . . 
J,’ 
It remains to show that p is an automorphism. It suffices to prove that p is 
surjective. 
By a simple calculation using (**), we see that 
P(Xi-UYi+gi(X)-f(g(X)-UY))=Xi. 
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Now fj(g(X)-aY)=X,, SO fi(g(X)-uY)=X~ -aGi for some Gi E 
R[Xi,. . . ,X”, Y1,. f. I Y,,]. Using (**) again, we find that 
ap(G,)=p(UGi)=p(Xi-fi(g(X)-aY))=aYi. 
In fact, if Gf; * . * Gf; is any monomial in the Gi’S with si > 0, then 
ap(Gf; . * . G;;) = ap(Gi,)p(Gf,+ . . * G:;) 
= Yilap(Gf;-’ . . e G:;). 
Proceeding in this way, we conclude that 
ap(GiS; . - . G;;) = aYf: . . . y;;. 
Hence, any multiple of a is in the image of p. But @ is an automorphism, so yi + a Wi 
is in the image for some Wi, i = 1,. . . , n, and therefore Yi is in the image of p for each 
i = 1 * * , n. 
Tk~s, p is an automorphism. Cl 
2.3. Corollary. Let R, I, I?, and u be as in 2.1. Then 
that 
a p can be chosen as in 2.1, so 
‘X, ‘1 ()...o... 
* 1 
x, ;, .::* 1 (; .:. iI 1: 
. . . , 
= 
Yl 0 . . . 0 
M 
y, ;,...o 
0 
b I 
where M is of the form 
/M, 0 ... 0 \ 
where each Mi is either J, or J,‘, i = 1, . . . ,I. 
Proof. As before, after reducing to the Noetherian case, let I 
proof is by induction on S. 
If s = 1, we simply observe from the proof of the lemma that 
0 
1 
0 
0 . . . 0 11 
0 . . . 0 
J,’ 
i 
= (al, * * * , a,). Our 
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Now suppose that we have lifted v from R/I to an R/a,R-automorphism r of 
(R/a,R)[XI, . . . ,X,, Y,, . . . , Y,,], where 
1 
0 
f 
0 
0 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 . . . 
M 
where M is of the required form. Then, by 2.2, ? can be lifted to an 
R[X,, . . . , Xn, Y,, . . . , I’m, 21,. . . , .&+,I-automorphism p such that 
. . . 0 0 a-* 
. . 
. . 
. . . 
. . . . 
. . . 1 0 *** 
. . . 0 
J;’ 
. . . 0 
But 
for some matrix C with entries in R[Xl, . . . , X,, Y1,. . . , Y,]. Hence, 
for some matrix D with entries in R[X,, . . . ,X,,, Y1, . . . , Y,,,]. (In fact D = 
-J,‘CM-‘.) By elementary row operations (corresponding to elementary I?- 
automorphisms), this matrix can be transformed to the matrix 
But elementary I?-automorphisms can be lifted to elementary R-automorphisms. 
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Hence, there is an R-automorphism E such that 
0 . . . 1 0 
0 . . . 0 J,’ 
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PF is the required automorphism. 0 
3. The main theorem 
In this chapter we prove the following theorem: 
3.1. Theorem. Let 
P, 
R-R, 
4 I I iI 
R2 ‘--7--,R’ 12 
be a Mifnor square of rings and let Al and A2 be projective RI- and R2-algebras, 
respectively. Let h : Al OR, R’+ A20~z R’ be an isomorphism and let A be the 
pullback of j2. and h 0 j,,. 
Then there is an R-algebra B, an n, and an R-monomorphism R[X,, . . . , X,,]+ 
A 0~ B inducing an R[X,, . . . , X,,]-algebra structure on A ORB such that A ORB is a 
projective R[Xl, . . , , X,,]-algebra. 
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Connell and Wright prove that, in the case where R’ is a regular ring, the algebra 
A above is in fact a projective R-algebra [7, 9, 131. 
Proof. For i = 1,2, let Bi be Ri-algebras such that 
A,O,z,B,=Ry] Crl AZORrBZ=R~. 
Then 
(BIOR, Rc;‘)&, R’= B,@R, R’&RdS1 
~(B,ORIR’)O~‘(RrS’ORzR’) 
= (BI ORE R’)OR,(AZOR~ Bz)@R~ R’ 
I(B,OR,R’)OR’(A~OR~R’)OR,(BZOR*R’) 
~(B,~R,R')OR,(A~~R,R')OR'(BZOR~R') 
~((B,OR,A~)OR~R')OR'(BZOR~R') 
~(RI"OR,R~)OR.(BZOR~R') 
=RR'C"@~@z@~2R') 
2 (R~‘@R~ B~)OR* R’. 
Hence, if Ci = B~@R, R[;’ and CZ= B,@R2R:11 then there is an isomorphism 
g : Cl @R, R’+ Cz@R2 R’. Let C be the pullback of j2. and g 0 ii*. Then 
is a pullback diagram. But AlOR, Cl 3 R[;+” and A20R2 C2 s Rg’“‘. Thus, we have 
reduced to the case where A, = R 11” and A 2= R$f’ for some t. In this case 
h : jl.(R?‘)+j2,(R5”) induces an automorphism u of R'[Xi, . . . , XtJ so that A 
is the pullback of the maps jz.: R2[X1,. . .,X(3* R’[X1,. . .,X,3 and 
aoj2.:R[X1 ,..., X,]+R’[XI ,..., X,]. 
3.2. Lemma. With notation as above, suppose that Jme GL,(R’). Then A is a 
projective R-algebra. 
Proof. By 2.3 there is an m and an automorphism p of Rz[Xi, . . . , X,, YI, . . . , Y,,,] 
such that b, the R’-automorphism of R’[Xl, . . . , Xn, YI, . . . , Y,,,] induced by p, is of 
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the form 
0 . . . , 
0 , , . . 
M 
where M is of the form 
M= 
where Mi is either J, or .I,‘, i = 1, . . . , 1. Hence, if J,, 6 GL,(R’), then ME GLJR’). 
&Iow let B be the pullback of jzv:R[Y~, . . . , Y,,,]+R’[Y1,. . ., Y,] and 
c’o~~.:I?~[YI ,..., Y,,,]-*R’[Y1,..., Y,,,] where ~‘(Yi)=~(Yi)ER’[Y~, . . . . Y,], 
i=l . * , m. 
TLisoring the diagram 
B -RdYt,. . . , I’,] 
I I -‘*A. 
RJ.YI,. . . , Yml- RIY,, . . . , Yml 
12. 
with the pullback diagram 
yields: 
A&B * R,[X*,. . .,x0 Y1,. . .* Y,J 
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But p is an automorphism of RJX,, . . . ,X,, YI, . . . , Y,,,], so R2[X1,. . . ,X,, 
Yl,..., Y,l= R2tdXA.. . , PW, ~(yd,.. . , dydl. Let 
z, = 
’ { 
PCxi) i=l,...,t, 
P(Yi-,) i=t+l I*.-, t+m. 
Then, after the change of variables induced by p, the diagram is of the form 
A OR B-R,[X,, . . . IX,, Y,, . . . , Ylnl 
R&G,. . . , Z+ml - R’[&, . . . , z,+,] II. . 
where @(Xi) = zi and p( Yi) = Z,+i. But by 1.3(2) the pullback of these maps is 
R&S,. . . , Zcml. a 
Theorem 3.1 now follows from the following lemma: 
3.3. Lemma With the notation as in 3.1, suppose that A1 z RI” and A2 = RF’. Then, 
for some m, there is an R-monomorphism R[‘l+A[ml inducing an R[‘]-algebra 
structure on A[“’ such that A[‘“’ is a projective R[“-algebra. 
Proof. As before, let u be the R’-automorphism of RIX1,. . . , X,] induced by h. 
Choose m and p as before. Consider the new pullback diagram 
NY*, . . . , Yml ’ RI[XI, . . . ,Xt, YI,. - . , %,,I 
I ’ I +i*. 
&[X,, . . ,X,, YI, . . . t I’,,,] - R’[X,, . . . ,X,, Y1, . . . , Y,,,] iz. 
where 6(Xi) =c(Xi) and &( Yi)= Yi. Let p(Xi) =Zi and p( Yi) = Wi. Then 
R2[Xlr.. . ,X,, Y1,. . . , Y,]= R2[Zl,. . . , Z,, WI,. . . , W,,,] and, after the change 
of variables induced by p, the diagram is of the form: 
NYI, . . . , Yml ’ R,[X,, . . . ,X,, YI, . . . , Yml 
R~[Z,,...,Z,,WI,...,W,I~ R’IZI,.. . ,Z,, WI,. .., W,J 
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where r(Xi) =Zi, r( Yi) = Yi (as a polynomial in R’[.Zr, , . . , Z,, WI, . . , , W,]). 
Consider the pullback diagram of rings: 
R[Z,....,Z,] ‘I- - R,[Z,, . . . ,Zl 
4. I I il. ws, *. -, Zl 7 RI&, . . . ,Z,l 
‘Let S=R[Zr,. . . , ZJ, Sr = R1[Z1, :. . , Z,], SZ = RJZr, . . . , Z,], and S’ = 
R’[Z*, . . . , 21. Then (*> is‘equivaient o 
A[Y,, *. * 9 Yml - SIC WI,. * * , Wml 
I I 
vi,. 
S,CWI, *. . , WJ -S’CW1,. . . , Wml 
12. 
where T(Wi)=Yi, izl,..., m. But recall that p( Yi) = Wi. Hence, the automor- 
phism induced by T is$-‘. Furthermore, p was chosen to be such that 
where ME GL,(R’[Xr.. . . , X3) = GL,[R’EZl. . . . , Zl). Hence 
and M-’ = J+E GL,(S’). Thus, by Lemma 3.2, A[Yl, , . . , Ym] is a projective 
RE,. . . , Z&algebra. .O ’ 
3.4. Corollary. Let 
P, 
R-R, 
be a Milnor square of rings and let AI and A2 be projective RI- and R2-algebras, 
respectively. Let H : A I 6%~~ R ’ --, AzOR2R’ be an isomorphism and let A be the 
pullback of j2. and h 0 iI.. Then A is a weakly projective R-algebra. 
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Proof. Let n and B be as in 3.1. Then AORB is a projective R[Xi, . . . ,X,1- 
algebra; hence, by 1.1(3), AORB is a weakly projective R[Xi, . . . ,X&algebra. 
Thus, by 1.1(l), AOn B is a retract of R[Xi, . . . , Xn, Yi, . . . , Y,,,l for some m. But 
by 1.1(2), A is a retract of AORB so A is a retract of REXi,. . . , X,, Yi, . . . , Y,,,] 
and therefore weakly projective. 0 
The question then arises: When is A a projective R-algebra? The answer is, in 
general, unclear, but we make one observation. 
Definition. Let A be an RI”’ -algebra. Then A is extended from R, if there is an 
R-algebra A0 such that A zAo@nR’“], where the isomorphism is an Rt”]-iso- 
morphism and where A,,@nR[“’ is considered as an RCnl-algebra in the canonical 
fashion induced by OnR[“‘. 
A is stably extended from R if A[‘] is extended from R for some t. 
3.5. Theorem. Let A be a projective RI”] -algebra. Zf A is stably extended from R, then 
A is a projective R-algebra. 
Proof. Suppose A[‘] = A&nRtnlandletB beanR[“’ -algebra such that A Or+1 B = 
R’““‘. Then 
R[ “+‘I= (Ao@nR[“l)@nr”~B 
=AoOnB, 
and A”l@nB s (R’“‘@nAo)@nB s RCZnCs’ SO A @n (R[“@n B) s R[2n+S1. 
Thus A is projective as an R-algebra. 0 
3.6. Corollary, With notation as in 3.1, suppose that R has the property that, for each 
n, every projective R[“] -algebra is stably extended from an R-algebra. Then A is a 
projective R-algebra. 
(In the notation of [5] the hypothesis is equivalent o the canonical map KAo(R) + 
KAo(R”“) being surjective.) 
Proof. Clear from 3.1 and 3.5. U 
4. Examples 
We first review some facts about symmetric algebras. If R is a commutative ring 
and M is an R-module, then we denote by SR(M) the symmetric algebra of M over R 
(see [3, Chapter III, Section 61). We record here a few properties of symmetric 
algebras, most of which can be found in [3] or [8]. 
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Remarks. If R is a ring and M and N are finitely generated R-modules, then 
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(1) S,(M)@&(N)=SR(M@N)t 
(2) SR(R”)zRt”‘(whereR”=R@***@R,ntimes) f 
(3) SR (M) 2 SR (N) if and only if M s N, 
(4) if R + R’ is a ring homomorphism, then 
(As before, all isomorphisms between R-algebras are R-isomorphisms.) 
Note that, as a consequence of (1) and (2), if P is a finitely generated projective 
R-module, then SR(P) is a projective R-algebra since, if Q is such that P CD Q = R”, 
then SR(P)ORSR(Q)G R’“‘. 
Definition. Given a commutative ring R, two R-algebras A and B are said to be 
stably equivalent if, for some positive integer t, A[“=BB[“. (Again, an R-iso- 
morphism.) 
The only previously known examples of weakly projective algebras have been 
symmetric algebras of projective modules and the examples of Hamann [9] and 
Asanuma [l] which are stably equivalent to polynomial algebras. Hence, all exam- 
ples are stably equivalent to symmetric algebras. In this section we present some 
examples that do not have this property. 
Example 1. Let R and S be commutative rings with R c S. Suppose t E S\R is such 
that t2, t3 E R. (E.g., R = k[t*, t3] where k is a ring, t is an indeterminate, and 
S = k[t].) Let I = (t’, t’), the ideal in R generated by t2 and t3. Then I is also in ideal 
of R[t] and there is a Milnor square 
R[tl - R[tl/I 
12 
where P2 and j, are inclusion maps and P1 and j2 are the natural surjections. Let A be 
the pullback of j2*: R[t][X]+ (R[t]/I)[X] and uoji.: (R/I)[X]+ (R[t]/I)[X] 
where V(X) =X + tX”. Then A is a weakly projective R-algebra by 3.4. Note that 
A -R[X+tX”]+I[X]. 
If nt E R, then A 3 R[X + tX”, X”] and A is one of the Hamann-Asanuma 
examples, hence stably equivalent to R[X]. 
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Definition (Asanuma [l]). A reduced ring R is called an F-ring if it has the following 
property: Given any reduced ring S containing R if a E S is such that u*, u3, na E R 
for some integer n, then a E R. 
In [l, 2.311, Asanuma proves that if R/JO is an F-ring, then the only R-algebra 
stably equivalent to R[X] is R[X]. (Where J/o is the nilradical of R.) Hence we get: 
4.1. Lemma. In the above example, suppose that R/w% is an F-ring. Then A is not 
stably equivalent to R[X]. (For example, let R = k[t*, t3], k a field of characteristic 
0.) 
Proof. By the above remarks we need only show that A is not isomorphic to R[X]. 
But suppose 
A=R[X+tX”]+I[X]=R[Y], 
where we may assume that Y has no constant term when written as a polynomial in 
X, Then 
R [tl[ Yl = R [tl[xl 
since X=X+tX” - t(X+ tX”)” + F(X) for some F(X)E I[X]. Hence Y = UX 
where u is a unit in R[t]. But if G E A, then the linear homogeneous part of G has 
coefficients in R so u is a unit in R. Therefore, A = R[X]. But XEA implies 
tX” E A = R[X] which would imply t E R, a contradiction. Cl 
4.2. Lemma. Suppose that R is an F-ring and a domain. Then, for every positive 
integers, A”] is not stably equivalent to the symmetric algebra of a projective R-module. 
Proof. Suppose Ar”‘“’ 3 SR (P)‘“’ and let A be any maximal ideal containing 1. 
Then by [l, 1.101, R is an F-ring. Then 
&i4 tS+ml =At”“] ORRAC =S,(P)[“‘@,RA( = S,&‘ORRA()~“‘? 
But P&RN is free, so 
Cs+ml 
AA 
~ RSi;+m+11_ 
Hence AM is stably equivalent to RA[X]. But if tC R, then tC R.N. But AA = 
R4[X + tX”] + ZRAc[X]. Hence the same argument used in 4.1 gives the contradic- 
tion. q 
Example 2. Let R be a commutative ring and let P be a finitely generated projective 
R[Xt,. - . ,X,1-module that is not extended from an R-module. Let A = 
SRcX ,...., x,l(P). Then A is a projective R[X,,. . . ,Xn]-algebra, hence a weakly 
projective R-algebra. 
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4.3. Lemma. A is not extended from R. Furthermore, if P is not stably extended from 
R, then neither is A. 
Proof. Suppose SR[Xi, . . . ,X,](P) = AoORR[XI, . . . , X,, I. Let I = (Xi,. . . , X,), 
the ideal generated by Xi, . . . , X,,. Then 
Ao=(A,,C&R[XI,. . . , Xnl)O~rx ,,..., XJNXI, . . . , J’Lll~ 
~:Rcx,....,X,I(~)~R[X~.....X.I~[~~, . . . , xnI/l 
-sR(P/IP). 
Hence, 
sR,X~...,,,(P)2S~(P/~P)~~R[X1,...rXnl 
~~R,x,,...,,,((P/~P)~RR[X~,...~X~~). 
But this implies that Pz(P/IP)@RR[Xl, . . . , X,], which contradicts the assump- 
tion that P is not extended. 
The second statement follows from the first and the observation that 
~~[x,.....x,~(~)"~~~~[x,.....x,I(~~(~[~tr . . . , x,])'). [I3 
In particular, let R be a domain with quotient field K and let t E K be such that te R 
but t*, t3 E R. Let J = (t*, 1 + tX). In [4] it is demonstrated that J is an invertible 
fractionary ideal of R[X] (hence a projective module) that is not extended from R. In 
fact, J-l= (t*, 1 - tX). Thus, SR~-~(J) is a projective R[X]-algebra that is not 
extended from R. 
Furthermore, SR[Xl(J) can be realized as a pullback of projective algebras in the 
manner of 3.1. In fact, if 1= (t*, t3) we get a Milnor square as in Example 1. 
and 
s,[x](J) 
Pt. 
'SR[X](J)@R (WI) 
SR[X](J) @R RCXI il_ (SR[X]@RRbl)@R[rl (Ntll~) 
(+> 
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is a universal pullback diagram where h is the composition of the 
(SR[XI(J)@RWO@R/I (R[tllO ~SR[XIV)@R(R[~I/O 
isomorphisms 
z (SR[XI(J)ORR[~I)OR[~I(R[~I/~). 
But J@R (R/I) = J is generated by 1 + TX while 
J@RR[r]~JR[r][X]=R[r][X]. 
Hence, all algebras in (+) are polynomial rings except SR~X](J). 
In fact, one can check that SR[X](J) is just the pullback of the maps iz*: 
R[t][X, Y]-, (R[r]/l)[X, Y] and uojl+: (R/I)[X, Y]-+ (R[r]/l)[X, Yl where 
o(X) = X and u(Y) = (1 + rX) Y. Thus 
SR[X](J) = R[X, (I+ tx) Y] -t z[x, Y] 
= R[X, (1 + rX) Y, r2 Y]. 
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